2004 mazda 3 windshield wipers

NOTE When raising both windshield wiper arms, raise the driver's side wiper arm first. When
lowering the wiper arms, slowly lower the wiper arm from the passenger's side first while
supporting it with your hand. Forcefully lowering the wiper arms could damage the wiper arm
and blade, and may scratch or crack the windshield. Then install the blade assembly in the
reverse order of removal. Remove the battery cover.. Disconnect the negative battery cable..
Remove t Push-Starting Do not push-start your Mazda. The vehicle being towed could surge
forward when its engine starts, causing the two vehicles to collide. The occupants could be
injured. Remove the rear seat cushion.. Remove the rear buckle installation bolt.. Remove the
rear seat back.. Remove the headrest. Open the fasteners. Detach the hooks. Remove the
child-restraint seat anchor covers in the order of 1 , 2 as shown in the figure. To prevent
damage to the wiper blades, do not use gasolin Replace it. You need to use them again. If the
metal stiff eners are switched, the blade's wiping effi ciency could be reduced. So do not use
the driver's side metal stiff eners on the passenger's side, or vice versa. Be sure to reinstall the
metal stiff eners in the new blade rubber so that the curve is the same as it was in the old blade
rubber. NOTE When raising both windshield wiper arms, raise the driver's side wiper arm first.
When lowering the wiper arms, slowly lower the wiper arm from the passenger's side first while
supporting it with your hand. Forcefully lowering the wiper arms could damage the wiper arm
and blade, and may scratch or crack the windshield. Then install the blade assembly in the
reverse order of removal. The spring cannot be rewound by hand. If this occurs, the ELR will not
work properly. Therefore, do not disassemble the retractor. Remove the following parts
Disconnect the negative battery cable.. Remove the following parts: a. Liftgate upper trim. Rear
spoiler. High-mount brake light. Disconnect the rear washer hose. Press the tabs and remove
the rear washer nozzle. Install in the reverse order of removal. Remove the inner garnish..
Remove the front door trim.. Disconnect the connector. Remove the screw. Remove the front
door speaker in the direction of the arrow shown in the figure. To prevent damage to the wiper
blades, do not use gasolin Replace it. You need to use them again. If the metal stiff eners are
switched, the blade's wiping effi ciency could be reduced. So do not use the driver's side metal
stiff eners on the passenger's side, or vice versa. Be sure to reinstall the metal stiff eners in the
new blade rubber so that the curve is the same as it was in the old blade rubber. Lake Chevy
helped make these videos. This video shows how to replace the front windshield wiper blades
in your Mazda 3. Always replace both wiper blades, even if only one side is streaking - the
rubber on the opposite side is likely worn as well. We recommend changing the wiper blades on
your 3 at least once a year even if you don't use your wipers much - the sun wears out your
wiper blades more than using them to wipe water. Another trick to enhance the longevity of
your 3's wiper blades is to scrape off the ice and snow from the windshield before using your
wipers. A layer of ice is known to have sharp edges that can reduce the effectiveness of the
micro edge of the rubber wiper blade. In most Mazdas the driver side wiper blade is larger than
the passenger side blade - be sure to get the correct size blades for your 3! Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad
expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If your
transmission is running low on fluid, be sure to add some - find out how to do this here!
Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows
you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Seal minor power steering fluid leaks.
See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Sedan 4 Door. How to add transmission
fluid. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Plug minor coolant leaks. See all videos for
the Mazda MPV. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Of
course, we're here with Mr. Bernie Pawlik, Pawlik Automotive in Vancouver. And we're talking
cars. How you doing this morning Bernie? Bernie: Doing very well. Mark: So, today's victim is a
Mazda 3. I actually had one of these. This has a wiper problem. What was going on with this
vehicle? Bernie: Yeah. So, the wiper problem, basically when the owner turned the wiper switch
on they wouldn't work, which is absolutely a problem. Mark: What test did you do to diagnose
this issue? Bernie: So, with any wiper issue, of course, everything's electric. Actually, that
makes me think way back a long, long time ago there actually used to be vacuum operated
wipers. They used to use engine vacuum, which was really not a good way to do it but they did.
It's kind of like free energy. But, anyways. Wipers, the whole system is electric with a few
mechanical parts. Obviously, you can see, the wiper arms and blades. But, when you turn the

wipers on nothing would make any noise, there was no movement. So, we test the electrical
circuits, test the switches, the motor. Everything checked out good, which left only one thing
and that was the wiper relay as being the fault in the issue. Kind of process of elimination. So,
yeah. Mark: So, with that being just the relay, I've replaced relays in my pickup trucks a long
time ago. But, so that was a pretty simple fix. Was this a simple fix? Bernie: Well, of course it
wasn't a simple fix other wise we probably wouldn't be talking about it today. No, Mazda in their
wisdom decided to actually incorporate the relay into the passenger side fuse box unit. It's a
very complicated It's not just a fuse box, but it's actually a complicated unit full of relays for a
variety of different items. The relay is not just a pull out unit, which it could be. It's actually
incorporated right into the circuitry of the relay. So, that actually involves That actually makes
the repair much more complicated. You actually have to replace the whole relay unit. So let's
just have a look at some pictures. All right. So, there's our '04 Mazda 3. Here's a wiring diagram,
just kind of gives you an idea just of what we work with when we do a diagnostic on something
like this. This, you know, it's hard to see it because I know the screen's small. But, this is the
switch. So there's basically five wires going in and out of the switch. The motor is over on this
end of the circuit here. So there's a ground, which is one side of the circuit. Then the other
power items are here. Everything else comes out of this fuse box. So there's power in the fuse
box, there are If you can read it this says front wiper low relay, and the front wiper high relay. So
there's two relays, they get the information You get the signal from the switch, and there's also,
if you note, there's a little micro computer here as well. So there's quite a lot that goes into this.
So, this is what we're faced with when we do a diagnostic on a vehicle. Especially on the
electrical circuit. It's a matter of verifying all those items. So, our fuse box is There's a view of
the fuse box removed from the vehicle. The fuses, we actually took the fuses out before we
dispose of the unit. It's always handy to have some spare fuses to use for test purposes. But
the fuses sit in here. There's a number of These are where relays normally sit. But, there were
actually no relays in this fuse box. There's the option to put them in, but I guess various cars
they use for Depending on options. But, once Anyways, there was and actual external
replaceable relays. Everything is located inside the fuse box. So, we'll look at a couple other
views here. Here we have one of the circuit This is one of the circuit boards here. One view of
the circuit board. So, we took the relay box apart. So this gives you an idea of the complexity
that's inside. I mean, there's a micro processor here. Actually, several of them. These are the
back side There's a couple of relays here. Some capacitors. Again, I'm just showing you There's
a lot of electrical pieces. This is the other side of the circuit board. Again, several relay's here.
Undoubtedly a couple of this are for the wiper. But you can see, again, the complexity. It's not
like we can just pull something out, or solder something in. It's a much more complex Oh, yeah.
I was going to say about soldering in, of course. Then there's one other view here. I just got to
find my picture. Maybe the picture never made it on the list. Okay, we don't have it here. But
that's okay. You get the gist of it. This is actually two circuit boards soldered together. I wanted
to show a view of that, and you can see when you look on this one here. You can actually see all
these soldered joints here are actually connections all the way around to another circuit board
on the other side. So, they put a lot into this box, Mark: So, what part options were available
then? Bernie: Well, there's new or used. There's plenty of these cars around. A used part was
pretty attractively priced, and the car is pretty old. A new one is quite expensive. The owner
opted to go with the used part, which was substantially less expensive. Mark: How often do you
recommend used parts? Bernie: Well, we look into it for certain things. Again, when you look at
a price differential with something like this, between used and new, it's often an attractive idea.
Things like brake parts, for instance, you never get those used. Because they're just a wear out
item and there's no cost savings. But, certain items it's worth looking at. We do a lot of used
engines. The thing with used parts is the warranty is much lower. So there's more risk to the
consumer, the customer, our client, if the repair doesn't go well given time that it's going to cost
more money to do again. But, we do recommend them a fair amount. At least give the option
and someone can choose. There are times where we would never recommend a used part based
on we know that something is such a common failure item that it's not worth spending the
money on a used part because the risk is too high. Mark: So, once you replaced this old fuse
box, and the relay was working properly Did this vehicle have the rain sensing wipers? I know
mine did. Bernie: No, this one doesn't have that. Mark: So that might have been one of those
other relays. The rain censure usually, I mean Well, that micro computer that we saw in the
wiring diagram, which is in that Of course, you saw in the pictures as well. I mean, it's not hard
to just send a This is the great thing about modular computers is it's easy to just add for the
manufacturer. Like, let's just add this sensor, reprogram something and away it goes. It just
works with the rain sensor. But, I think the rain sensor is something that comes on newer
models. It's a nice feature. Mark: So, and everything worked, obviously, after you got this

together? Bernie: Yeah, it worked fantastic. The next thing I was going to say about electrical
parts like this used is we can plug them in and right away we know that they work. Now, actually
I know a couple podcasts ago we talked about a Mercedes air bag module where you couldn't
use a used part because it had to be programmed for the car, and it's So, it really varies from
car to car. Some of them are harder. That's why this auto repair business, it's kind of a custom
business. You need to know what works in what car, and what doesn't on the other. What repair
works for a Mazda doesn't necessarily work for a Mercedes. Not because a Mercedes is so
much better, it's just the way it's made, so. Mark: So that's from a Mercedes owner as well.
Mark: Mazda 3 is getting on in years. These cars are They've been around for awhile. They've
gone through many iterations. How are they for reliability? Bernie: They're really good. You
know, I've been servicing for them years, and years, and years. Through all the different
generations. They keep getting better, and better. But, there are good used, I mean it's a good
used car to buy. Even these older ones are still good. As time has gone by for certain problems
that didn't exist come out What do I want to say? They come out of the woodwork so to speak.
Like, the 2. Then all of a sudden they all started failing.
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So, if you wanted a better buy a 2 litre engine is In these older models a 2 litre engine's safer,
they don't seem to fail. But, I mean, any old car, and this is 15 years old now, so it's a little long
in the tooth so to speak. But, I mean, a really good reliable car. I would highly recommend them.
Mark: So there you go. If you're looking for service for your Mazda in Vancouver the guys to see
are Pawlik Automotive. You can reach them at to book your appointment. You have to book
ahead, they're busy. Or, check out the website, pawlikautomotive. YouTube Channel, Pawlik
Auto Repair, plus videos on there about all makes and models, on repairs of all sorts of
vehicles. Cars and trucks. Thank you, so much for listening to the podcast. We really
appreciate, and thank you Bernie. Bernie: Thank you Mark. Thank you for watching and
listening as Mark said, we really appreciate it. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is the
next step! Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here.

